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About This Game

LOGistICAL: USA - Florida is a large open-world, strategy, puzzle game where you transport different cargoes to complete all
the towns throughout the country.

* Deliver Cape Canaveral's long list of needs.
* Sort out the fishing quarantine issues along the Florida Keys

* Build you own industries to sort out the fruit and vegetable quarantine areas
* Supply and finish many large cities

* Work your way through the long complex maze of road enhancements to finally allow all your large trucks access across the
state

* Many, many other small and large puzzles and situations to complete.

LOGistICAL: USA - Florida brings you all the fun and puzzling of LOGistICAL with even more towns, more puzzles and much
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more to do.

THIS GAME DOES NOT REQUIRE THE ORIGINAL LOGISTICAL GAME TO PLAY.

Over 700 towns to Complete.
LOGistICAL: USA - Florida game covers the US state of Florida including cities like Tallahassee, Orlando, Miami, Tamp,

Jacksonville and the Keys.
There are many new obstacles and deliveries to make.

LOGistICAL: USA - Florida is an independent, standalone game independent from the main LOGistICAL game (and other add-
ons).

It has its own money, trucks and of course, challenges.

LOGistICAL is a large open-world, strategy, puzzle game where you transport different cargoes to complete all the towns
throughout the country.

The whole game is a huge puzzle while each town is its own little piece of puzzling. There are over 1,000 towns to complete.
Plenty of towns are easy enough. Some take complex planning. Do them in your own order. Get bonuses for completing regions

and contracts.
Some cargoes are easy to get. Others you have to create in industries. Use existing industries and build your own.

The further you get from the start the more strategies you have to use.
Pimp up your trucks with bonuses. Last truck delivering gets the bonus.

The towns and map are to scale. Current or historical industry placement. You could even say that playing is educational.

There is plenty more to keep you on your toes.
Towns consume the cargoes you are trying to get to completion.

Big trucks are great for moving lots of stuff, but can't travel everywhere.
There are lots of broken roads that need deliveries.

Upgrade the industries for better exponential throughput.
Cargo stores can sure come in handy.

What! I can't take my big trucks across the water on a ferry.
... and what is with those quarantine checkpoints?

Complete towns, roads, industries, contracts, regions and states for lots of in-game and Steam achievements.
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awful game isnt enough to describe this game.Dont buy it. If you only ever plan to buy one or two DLC's for the VX ACE, get
this one!
It has the most actual content for your buck, giving you pleanty of extra options to work with.

Most of it blends well with the vanilla and community resouces packages. Just be wary that not everything will be as fleshed out
as you might hope for it to be. There's some of everything, but not enough to really make that deep space epic you'd be hoping
for. Nor that sprawling urban environment you could get. My advice would be to look for free resources online. By this point,
there's a ton of it.

But if you wanted to find a bunch of monsters that jell great with the vanilla art style, or if you hate some of the vanilla songs
and want to replace them, this will give you that. None of these DLC's are worth their full price, that's a given. But get it when
it's 75% off (it does so fairly often), and you won't regret it.. Looks like a fun little kids game for their first hidden object game.
That's probably what it should be, then it might actually be worth playing. Instead, you literally have to find 6 items in an
extremely short period of time, to achieve a certain score in order to even move onto the next level. You don't ever actually
know what that time or score is, though, so you don't have any idea whether you're getting at least one star to move on or not
until you finish the level. Which technically sounds worse than it is, because in each version of the level, everything stays in the
same place, so by the second time, and definitely by the third time, you'll likely get 3 stars. It's just never very fun, though, and
for the price, there are much better hidden object games out there.. This is a realy fun game for those who like to old fasion
TWD. The game got a little differend approach then the traditional Tower defenses, here you can realy work on your tactics in
multiplayer mode to reach some kind of meta for your play style. It´s not just the classic send the most enemies attacking the
fastes way possible. I survived much longer focusing on building up my defense!

I will take this game with me to all LAN partys and i realy do hope the multiplayer mode woll grow to something with ladders
and leagues. Good job dev!. I highly recommend to play and enjoy this old school classic DOS game to play & relive your old
childhood memories.. Just waiting for Reassembly 2! :)
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Spooky and fun. I personally did not enjoy this game at all. There was no way to pause it, (pressing escape does sort of pause it,
but the talking carries on as if you're still playing, so you miss a lot of you had to go do something, thus having to restart to hear
what you missed), no subtitles, the talking was really low, and for me, just overall frustrating. If you enjoy the game, then that's
ok, I just didn't. Play it if you like this sort of thing, but I do not reccomend it at all.. A well crafted arcade game with great
soundtrack and carefully animated cartoon graphics. Nice progression loaded with lots of references and homages to classic
arcade games, movies and more.. Mind you. I DO recommend Valkyria Chronicles. Top 10 all time for me.

I do NOT recommend the Steam version of such, because it's horrifically defective. Random crashes that make no sense.

If you can, get the PS4 or Switch Remastered edition (This version isn't even the Remastered version!) and save yourself the
headache. It's ABSOLUTELY worth playing - just not on PC and likely never will be as it's been over 4 years I believe and still
not fixed.. Pepper's Puzzle is a black and white nonogram puzzler. All of these have to measure up to three things, in order to be
good.
1. Unique solutions: I didn't have to guess once up to now, and I am 50ish levels in, with a few challenges done as well.
2. Controls: The controls are intuitive and easy, no strange decisions, punished missclicks or anything.
3. Presentation: There is sadly no story mode, but the presentation is clean and charming, the soundtrack is good and lets you
concentrate without getting bored.
So yes, this is a very good nonogram puzzler. At the cost of two similar magazines with the same content, it might be a sale title,
but it is recommendable nonetheless. I could see a colour nonogram DLC as a nice addition.

Follow my curator at https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness\/. It needs work. I hate the
town and I wish they had of just used a more traditional "Wizardrylike" system. The fighting is a tad simplistic and pathfinding
of monsters is laughable at times.
With some polish and if they changed up how loot works in the game, letting you buy and sell items you find in the dungeon it
would be fun. I hope the add a lot more spit and polish and change the loot mechanics, pathfinding and add a few more layers to
combat. For the price, I will recommend for CRPG junkies, but barely.. For some reason i can not set my controls help please..
Like this game, the mods and addition of occupations and social functions really added more replayability of this game. As I
was a big fan of bigfish's Life Quest, or similar "life" simulation game, this game is pretty much quite an updated version of this
genre. The downside would probably be the lack of animation. Eg: some life simulation games have animation of when the
character is doing the task, it would probably enhance the whole graphic. But functionality wise, this is quite good. Just hoping
the author can add more and more maps or various occupations, businesses, houses, etc. For the time being, I think mods are
filling this gap pretty well so far.. I consider Book 1 a masterpiece. Along with "Champion of Gods", it was my favorite "Choice
of Games" adventure.
This, however, I simply despise. It feels like a different person wrote Book 2. It is dull, much of the story is forced upon you
and it's nowhere near as intuitive as the first one was. It's far more mechanical, whereas 1 allowed you to just play and never
look back at your stats, as long as you sticked to playing the character you wanted.

I have yet to play part 3 of this series, but I'm already worried it will not live up to the fantastic start that book 1 was.

P.S. A fair warning for those who hate even the slightest NTR - skip this.. A little hard, Devs, take the time limit off
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